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1.1 REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

1.1.1 Legal 

1.1.1.1 International Law 

In terms of the Constitution of the Republic of Kenya, 2010, treaties and conventions ratified by the State 

may be directly enforced by courts of law without further domestication.  The key concept in this 

Constitution is that the treaty must be ratified before it becomes part of the Kenyan law. There is however 

the need to identify the measures to be taken to effectively implement such a treaty, for example if the 

treaty binds the government to adapt its domestic legislation in accordance with its provisions. 

In order to ensure that treaties ratified by Kenya can have the requisite force of law, Kenya passed The 

Treaty Making and Ratification Act, 2012 (No. 45 of 2012), which sets out the procedure for negotiating 

treaties and their ratification. Under the current system, a proposal to ratify a treaty is initiated by the 

Executive, approved by the Cabinet, approved by the National Assembly and then the Cabinet Secretary 

for Foreign Affairs (equivalent of a Minister for Foreign Affairs in other jurisdictions) facilitates the deposit 

of the instruments of ratification. The Act provides for public participation in the treaty making process and 

dissemination of information on the implementation of treaty obligations. 

Under Article 132(1)(c)(iii) of the Constitution, the President is required, once every year, to “submit a 

report for debate to the National Assembly on the progress made in fulfilling of the international 

obligations of the Republic”. In the same vein, Article 132(5) of the Constitution provides that, “The 

President shall ensure that the international obligations of the Republic are fulfilled through the actions of 

the relevant Cabinet Secretaries”. 

1.1.1.2 Domestic Law1 

Part 4 of Chapter 8 of the Constitution of Kenya prescribes the process for the promulgation of legislation. 

The process below describes only the national legislative process and not legislative processes of the 

counties in Kenya. 

(a) Primary Legislation 

 A line ministry will prepare a draft bill based on a policy direction adopted by government or as a 

result of the need in terms of a need to implement an international agreement; 

 The policy and the bill will undergo a public participation process; 

 A policy framework must at the national level be proposed or sponsored by the respective Cabinet 

Secretary, approved by the Cabinet, passed by Parliament, adopted as a Sessional Paper and finally 

assented to by the President. The Sessional Paper is then numbered and published as a White 

Paper; 

 Following approval of the White Paper, a bill is drafted: In deciding whether a bill is necessary, 

various aspects are considered, amongst others the different regulatory options, cost of implementing 

the bill, macro-economic factors, environmental factors and the possible limitation of human rights. 

 Bills are drafted by the Legal drafters in the office of the Attorney General’ 

 After completion of the draft and consultation of the draft bill, it is submitted by the line Ministry to the 

Executive for approval from where it is submitted to Parliament. 

                                                      
1 Information obtained from the “Guide to the Legislative Process in Kenya” by the Kenya Law review Commission. 
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 First Reading: A first reading is when a bill is introduced to a legislature. Typically, the bill is 

assigned a tracking number and immediately assigned to a committee. The committee consideration 

usually occurs between second and third readings. 

 Second Reading: A second reading is the stage of the legislative process where a draft of a bill is 

read a second time. In most Westminster systems, a vote is taken in the general outlines of the bill 

before it is sent to the designated committee. 

 Third Reading: A third reading is the stage of a legislative process in which a bill is read with all 

amendments and given final approval by the legislative body. In legislatures whose procedures are 

based on those of the Westminster system, the third reading occurs after the bill has been amended 

by the designated committee. 

 Presidential Assent: The granting of Presidential Assent is the formal method by which the head of 

the Executive arm of government completes the legislative process by formally assenting or giving his 

consent to an Act of Parliament. 

 Commencement: Quite often, an Act of Parliament may provide that it will come into effect on a date 

to be notified. In such cases, after the Act has received Presidential Assent, notification of the date of 

its coming into effect is given through a legal notice usually by the Minister for the time being in 

charge of the matters with which the Act is concerned. 

 

(b) Subsidiary legislation 

The Statutory Instruments Act No. 23 of 2013 prescribes the process and other requirements for the 

promulgation of subsidiary legislation.  A statutory instrument is defined by the act to mean “any rule, 

order, regulation, direction, form, tariff of costs or fees, letters patent, commission, warrant, proclamation, 

by-law, resolution, guideline or other statutory instrument issued, made or established in the execution of 

a power conferred by or under an Act of Parliament under which that statutory instrument or subsidiary 

legislation is expressly authorized to be issued”. The Act thus applies to all subsidiary legislation and 

prescribes the following process for the promulgation of such legislation: 

 Public and stakeholder consultation  

 If a proposed statutory instrument is likely to impose significant costs on the community or a part of 

the community, the regulation making authority must, prior to making the statutory instrument, 

prepare a regulatory impact statement about the instrument that addresses the following: 

o a statement of the objectives of the proposed legislation and the reasons for them; 

o a statement explaining the effect of the proposed legislation, including in the case of a proposed 

legislation which is to amend an existing statutory instrument the effect on the operation of the 

existing  statutory instrument; 

o  a statement of other practicable means of achieving those objectives including other regulatory 

as well as non-regulatory options; 

o an assessment of the costs and benefits of the proposed statutory rule and of any other 

practicable means of achieving the same objectives; 

o the reasons why the other means are not appropriate; 

o any other matters specified by the guidelines2; 

o a draft copy of the proposed statutory rule. 

                                                      
2 “Guidelines” is not defined in the act and it is assumed that it means guidelines issued in relation to the compilation 

of regulatory impact assessments. 
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  Responsible Cabinet Secretary (Minister) must certify that the guidelines for regulatory impact 

assessments were met; 

 Notice must be given (published) of the regulatory impact assessment  (there are instances where a 

regulatory impact assessment is not necessary- section 9 of the Act); 

 All comments received must be considered before the statutory instrument is finalised and the 

comments must also be submitted to the Committee on Delegated Legislation; 

 Every Cabinet Secretary responsible for a regulation-making authority must within seven (sitting) 

days after the publication of a statutory instrument, ensure that a copy of the statutory instrument is 

transmitted to the responsible Clerk for tabling before Parliament, together with an explanatory 

memorandum – if the instrument is not submitted to Parliament in time, it ceases to have effect; 

 The Committee on Delegated Legislation (or any other committee that the statutory instrument may 

be referred to ) reviews and scrutinises the statutory instrument in accordance with the guidelines 

provided in the Act – the committee may also exempt certain subsidiary or delegated legislation from 

having to be submitted to it; 

 The Committee reports to Parliament on the statutory instrument; 

 The statutory instrument may be revoked or annulled by Parliament.  

 A statutory instrument ( or rule) in Kenya expires automatically after a period of ten years, unless the 

responsible Cabinet Secretary (Minister) makes regulations in terms of the Statutory Instruments Act 

to extend the lifespan of the statutory instrument. 

 The statutory instrument finally is published in the Government Gazette and comes into force. 

 

1.1.2 Institutional  

Ministry of Transport, Infrastructure, Housing and Urban Development has the following departments: 

 State Department For Transport 

 State Department For Infrastructure 

 State Department For Housing And Urban Development 

 State Department For Maritime And Shipping Affairs 

 State Department For Public Works 

 

The following road-related public entities report to the Ministry: 

 Kenya Roads Board (KRB); 

 Kenya National Highways Authority (KeNHA); 

 Kenya Urban Roads Authority (KURA); 

 Kenya Rural Roads Authority (KeRRA); 

 Engineers Board of Kenya (EBK); 

 Kenya Institute of Highways and Building Technology (KIBHT); ; 

 Transport Licensing Board; 
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 Transport Licensing Appeals Board; 

 National Road Safety Council;  

 National Transport and Safety Authority (NTSA);  

 National Construction Authority  

 Northern Corridor Transit and Transport Coordination Authority (NCTTCA), and 

 Lamu Port-South Sudan- Ethiopia (LAPSSET) Corridor Development Authority. 

 

1.1.3 Vehicle Load Management 

KeNHA manages the national road network of 14 000 km and the following weighbridges have been 

constructed along this national road network: 

# NAME TYPE 

1 Mariakani (along A8) Static Scale 

2 Mtwapa (along A7) Static Scale 

3 Athi River (along A8) Static Scale 

4 Isinya (along A8) Static Scale 

5 Juja (along A2) Static Scale 

6 Mai Mahiu (along A8 South) Static Scale 

7 Gilgil (along A8) Static Scale 

8 Webuye (along A8) Static Scale 

9 Rongo (along A1) Static Scale 

10 Busia (along B1) Static Scale 

Table 1: Existing Weighbridges in Kenya 

 

1.1.3.1 Policy Reforms 

Decriminalisation 

Over the years Kenya has enacted laws and issued regulations to control vehicle overloading, but there is 

a continuing debate within the country on specific issues (e.g., decriminalization, axle spacing, super-

single tyres). 

The main legal instruments regarding vehicle overload control in Kenya include sections 55 and 56 of  the 

Traffic Act (Chapter 403), Rules 39 and 41, and various legislative supplements including Legal Notice 

No. 118 of 12 September 2008 (cited as the Traffic (Amendment) Rules, 2008). Specifically, Legal Notice 

No. 118 (2008) and Legal No. 93 of June, 2012 include provisions: 

 amending Rule 41(2) to set the fines on the first conviction for overload offenses from KES 5,000 

(USD 60 equivalent) for less than 1,000 kg of overloading (per axle or on excess vehicle weight), to 

KES 200,000 (USD 2,500) for overloading of 10,000 kg or more, and for second or subsequent 

convictions, from KES 10,000 (USD 120) for less than 1,000 kg of overloading, to KES 400,000 (USD 

5,000) for overloading of 10,000 kg or more; 
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 repealing the four-axle group;  

 limiting the maximum number of axles that may be fitted on any combination of a vehicle and a 

semitrailer or motor vehicle and drawbar trailer to six; 

 limiting the maximum number of axles that may be fitted on a drawbar trailer or on a semitrailer to 

three;  

 setting axle load limits at 8 tonnes for a single steering axle (whether controlled by drawbar or driver-

operated steering mechanism), 10 tonnes for a single axle (4+ wheels, non-steering), 16 tonnes for a 

tandem (4 wheels on each axle), and 24 tonnes for a triple or tridem (4 wheels on each axle) (Legal 

Notice No. 118, 3(b)); and  

 reducing the maximum gross vehicle weight from 56 tonnes, for a vehicle and a drawbar trailer with a 

total of seven axles, to 48 tonnes, for a vehicle and a drawbar trailer or vehicle and a semi-trailer with 

a total of six.  

 

Other aspects of overload control in Kenya include the following: 

 Legal Notice No. 145 (2007) banned lift axles on both the prime mover and trailers.  

 KeNHA has administratively provided an operational allowance of 5% on the permissible maximum 

gross vehicle weight.  

 While Section 58(2) of the Traffic Act provides for the prosecution of the driver, the owner of the 

vehicle, and the loader, in most cases only the driver and the owner of the vehicle are prosecuted, 

even though the loader is identified in the cargo manifest.  

 Courts still have the discretion to impose fines of an amount they consider fair and as such have been 

imposing fines below the minimum prescribed under Rule 41(2). 

 Section 58(3) of the Traffic Act provides for suspension of the vehicle licence for vehicle overloading 

and other offenses, but the requirement for vehicles to have road licenses was rendered inapplicable 

by amendments made by the Minister of Finance under the Finance Act of 2006. 

KeNHA requires operators to pay the overload fines before the vehicle is allowed to leave the 

weighbridge (see Figure 13).  The vehicles of operators that have not paid are detained at the 

weighbridge until the case has appeared in court and a clamp is attached to one of the steering axle 

wheels – see Figure 1 below. 

 

Figure 1: Clamped Vehicle at Athi River Weighbridge 
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Overload fines: 

Degree of Each Axle Overloading or 

Excess Gross Vehicle Weight in 

Kilograms 

Minimum Fines (KSh) 

Fine on First  

Conviction 

Fine on Second or 

Subsequent Conviction 

Less than 1 000 kg KSh 5 000 KSh 10 000 

1 000 kg or more but less than 2 000 kg KSh 10 000 KSh 20 000 

2 000 kg or more but less than 3 000 kg KSh 15 000 KSh 30 000 

3 000 kg or more but less than 4 000 kg KSh 20 000 KSh 40 000 

4 000 kg or more but less than 5 000 kg KSh 30 000 KSh 60 000 

5 000 kg or more but less than 6 000 kg KSh 50 000 KSh 100 000 

6 000 kg or more but less than 7 000 kg KSh 75 000 KSh 150 000 

7 000 kg or more but less than 8 000 kg KSh 100 000 KSh 200 000 

8 000 kg or more but less than 9 000 kg KSh 150 000 KSh 300 000 

9 000 kg or more but less than 10 000 kg KSh 175 000 KSh 350 000 

10 000 kg or more KSh 200 000 KSh 400 000 

Table 2: Minimum Fines for Overload Offences in Kenya 

 

The overload fines increase exponentially in accordance with the additional road consumption, which is in 
line with the agreement of the Tripartite.   

 

 

Figure 2: Overload Fees Increasing Exponentially 

 

However, the basis for the calculation of the fees is not stated.  For an axle overloaded by 1.5 tonne, the 

fees in Table 2 exceed the fines calculated on the basis of the VLM MOU by almost 65%.  This means 

that Kenya may be overcharging for overloading offences.  

The fees in Table 2 do not differentiate between single axles or axle groups.  It is also not clear whether 

super single tyres are regarded as dual tyres for purposes of calculating the overload fees. 
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In addition, the overload fines in Table 2 do not distinguish between different axle configurations, i.e. 

steering axles, driving axles, tandem or tridem axles and also not between axles with single or dual 

wheels.  If for example, a steering axle is overloaded by two tonne, it causes 60% more damage than a 

driving axle which is overloaded by two tonne.  If the overload fines are the same, it results in the steering 

axle overload to be under-recovered.   

Furthermore, in accordance with Legal Notice no 86 of May 2013 failure to stop and weigh at a 

weighbridge or to abscond from a weighbridge will attract a fee of US$2 000.  This notice has been 

declared invalid by the Court, and a re-gazetting of the notice is in process. 

1.1.3.2 Harmonisation 

Legal Load Limits:  

 Vehicle capacity in accordance with the manufacturer’s rating; 

 The load which can be carried by the tyres; 

 The damaging effect to the road pavements; 

 The structural capacity of bridges and culverts; 

 The power of the prime mover; 

 The load imposed on the driving axles; and  

 The load imposed on the steering axles. 

 

Legal Definitions in Relation to Vehicles and Vehicle Load Management:  the legal definitions have 

been standardised in the Kenya Roads (Kenya National Highways Authority) Regulations, 2013. 

Penalties and Demerit Points:  the penalties have been calculated in accordance with additional road 

consumption.  Demerit points have not yet been implemented in relation to overload offences – the 

overload fine however increases whit subsequent offences. Kenya, as part of the EAC, will follow the 

EAC Vehicle Loads Act and its Regulations, which introduces a system of demerit points for overload 

offences. 

Electronic Payment of a Security Bond equal to the Overload Fee:  Although the KeNHA 

Regulations, 2013 allow payment of the prescribed fine amount corresponding to the extent of 

overloading by the operator by means of cash or a banker's cheque, most payments are made by 

Banker's cheque.  Following such payment, the overloading case will not proceed for prosecution of the 

operator in court.   

1.1.3.3 Regional VLM Requirements 

The establishment of the Vehicle Load Management Working group at the Tripartite level is a function of 

the Tripartite, as well as the regional network of weighing stations, the regional performance audits, the 

regional weighbridge operations and procedures manual and the exchange of information.  As these are 

functions of the Tripartite which need to be initiated by the Tripartite, Kenya’s function in this regard is to 

ensure its participation in the regional programme 

1.1.3.4 Weighbridge Certification, Verification and Maintenance  

The Kenya Roads (Kenya National Highways Authority) Regulations, 2013 defines "weight measures 

bureau" as “a body authorised to certify the correctness of weighing scales as the competent authority of 

the state, as defined by the Weights and Measures Act.”  The Regulations however do not refer to such a 
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body again and no mention is made of certification in the Regulations or in the Traffic Rules issued in 

terms of the Traffic Act.  It is not known  

1.1.3.5 Performance based system 

A Self-Regulatory Charter on Vehicle Load Control have been compiled by the Kenya Maritime Authority 

(KMA), Northern Corridor Transit and Transport Coordination Authority (NCTTCA), Kenya Transporters 

Association (KTA), Kenya Revenue Authority (KRA), CFS Association, Kenya National Highway Authority 

(KeNHA), Kenya National Police Service, Kenya Long Distance Truckers Union, Shipping Council of East 

Africa, Kenya International Freight & Warehousing Association, Kenya Ports Authority (KPA), National 

Transport & Safety Authority, Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure and the Kenya Pipeline company 

(KPC).  The Charter aims at unifying the users of the Northern Corridor to voluntary comply with load 

limits. 

1.1.3.6 Liability for overload offences 

The driver and the person responsible for the vehicle or the load, as the case may be, shall be held 

responsible.  In terms of the EAC Vehicle Loads Act, which is to be implemented in Kenya, the operator is 

held responsible for the overload offence. 

1.1.3.7 Reciprocal Recognition  

There is no provision for reciprocal recognition in the current legislation. 

1.1.3.8 Tolerance 

A 5 % tolerance is allowed for axle overload, but no tolerance is allowed for GVM overload. 

KeNHA currently does not charge overload fees in respect of vehicles that exceed the 5% tolerance on 

axle loads if the GVM has not been exceeded, but allow the operator to redistribute the load upon which 

the vehicle is reweighed.  If the operator managed to correct the load no overload fees are charged and 

the vehicle is released.  However, if the operator fails to correct the distribution of the load, overload fees 

are charged. 

1.1.3.9 Training 

KeNHA and SGS provide in-house training to new staff members. 

1.1.3.10 Transitional provisions of the VLM MOU 

Kenya as a member of the EAC needs to ratify the EAC Vehicle Load Control act, 2013 and in the 

process should amend the provisions of the Act to allow for the provisions of the VLM MOU. 

1.1.3.11 Implementation Framework 

Kenya must compile an implementation framework, taking into account the legislative processes that 

have to be followed and the infrastructure necessary for the implementation of the VLM MOU. 

1.1.4 Baseline requirements for Vehicle Standards 

1.1.4.1 Equipment on Vehicles 

The EAC adopted all the Standards that have been agreed on by the Tripartite.  These should be 

incorporated into the Kenyan Traffic Rules. 
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1.1.4.2 Vehicle Dimensions and Regulations 

Maximum Length: 

 for a rigid chassis goods or passenger vehicle, or drawbar trailer (in that case including the length of 

the drawbar in a horizontal position), irrespective of the number of axles: 12.5m 

 for an articulated vehicle including the semi-trailer: 17.4m 

 for a combination of vehicles consisting of either a motor vehicle and a drawbar trailer, or a vehicle 

and a semi-trailer with a drawbar trailer coupled to the latter: 22m 

 

Maximum width of vehicles:  

 2.65m 

 

Maximum Height of vehicles:  

 4.3m 

 

1.1.4.3 Loads on vehicles 

# Axle Group 

(with Pneumatic Tyres) 

Maximum Axle 

Load (Kg) 

A Single Steering Axle (2 wheels “single tyres) 8 000 

B Single Axle (4 wheels “dual tyres) 10 000 

C Tandem Axle Group (8 wheels- dual tyres) 18 000 

D Triple-Axle Group (12 wheels-dual tyres) 24 000 

Table 3: Permissible Maximum Axle Loads3 

 

# Vehicle and Axle Configuration 

(with Pneumatic Tyres) 

Maximum Gross 

Vehicle Weight 

(Kg) 

A Vehicle with 2 axles 18 000 

B Vehicle with 3 axles 26 000 

C Vehicle and semi-trailer with total of 3 axles 28 000 

D Vehicle with 4 axles 30 000 

E Vehicle and semi-trailer with total of 4 axles 36 000 

F Vehicle and drawbar trailer with total of 4 axles 36 000 

G Vehicle and semi-trailer with total of 5 axles 44 000 

                                                      
3 KeNHA official website 
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# Vehicle and Axle Configuration 

(with Pneumatic Tyres) 

Maximum Gross 

Vehicle Weight 

(Kg) 

H Vehicle and drawbar trailer with total of 5 axles 44 000 

I Vehicle and semi-trailer with total of 6 axles 50 000 

J Vehicle and drawbar trailer with total of 6 axles 52 000 

K Vehicle and drawbar trailer with total of 7 axles 56 000 

Table 4: Permissible Maximum Gross Weight 

 

Type of Vehicle or Trailer Maximum Volume 

Bulk Liquid Tank 

Two axle goods vehicle not exceeding 7 000kg tare weight 11 

Three axle goods vehicle not exceeding 7 000kg tare 

weight 

18 

Three axle goods vehicle whose tare weight exceeds 

7 000kg but does not exceed 10 000kg 

14 

Two axle draw bar trailer not exceeding 6 000kg tare 

weight 

12 

Three axle draw bar trailer not exceeding 8 000kg tare 

weight 

17 

Three axle semi-trailer drawn by a three axle prime mover 

not exceeding 18 000kg total tare weight  

35 

Three axle semi-trailer drawn by a two axle prime mover 

not exceeding 17 000kg total tare weight  

28 

Two axle semi-trailer drawn by a three axle prime mover 

not exceeding 17 000kg total tare weight  

24 

Two axle semi-trailer drawn by a two axle prime mover not 

exceeding 15 000 kg total tare weight  

19 

Table 5: Bulk Liquid Tankers 

 

1.1.4.4 Transportation of Dangerous Goods 

The regulation of transportation of dangerous goods in Kenya is not centralised: 

 Road Traffic Act regulates the carriage of bulk liquids (not specifically hazardous) and prohibit the 

parking of vehicles carrying dangerous goods in certain areas; 

 In terms of the Explosives Act a permit to carry explosives is necessary; and 

 In terms of the Firearms Act a permit to transport firearms is required. 
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The Kenya Bureau of Standards published all the relevant standards as agreed on by the Tripartite, but 

these have not been made compulsory yet.  According to the Kenya Bureau of Standards companies in 

Kenya adhere to the Standards as a good practice.  The standards will however have to be made 

compulsory and incorporated into the Traffic Act or Rules need to be made under the Traffic Act to 

incorporate these standards. 

1.1.4.5 Testing of vehicles for Roadworthiness  

KS1515:2000 Road Vehicles – Inspection Code of Practice covers the examination and testing for 

roadworthiness of all vehicles used on public roads. 

NTSA performs vehicle inspections at 17 vehicle inspection centres (VIC) throughout Kenya.  Currently 

physical inspections are performed at all VIC, but NTSA has prepared bid specifications to procure 

automated equipment starting with 3 lanes at Nairobi and 2 lanes Mombasa.   

There are no private vehicle testing stations in Kenya. 

The following standard inspection times have been set in KS1515 for a physical inspection: 

 3 wheeler – 5 min 

 Light vehicle – 10 min 

 Heavy vehicle – 20 min 

 

In accordance with legal Notice 78 of 15/07/2005 importers of used vehicles from Japan, United Kingdom, 

United Arab Emirates and the Republic of South Africa are required to have the vehicles inspected in 

accordance with KS1515 in the country from which they are imported before shipment to Kenya.  

Furthermore, vehicles may not be older than 8 years and must be right hand drive. 

Vehicle fitness testing is required under the following circumstances: 

 Imported new commercial vehicles must be tested before being registered for the first time 

 Imported used vehicles older than 4 years must be tested before being registered for the first time 

 Home built vehicles must be tested before being registered for the first time 

 Scrapped or deregistered vehicles must be tested before being registered again 

 Public service vehicles (goods and passengers) to be tested every 6 months 

 

No compulsory testing is required at a change in ownership of a vehicle, but vehicles older than 4 years 

have to be tested every 2 years. 

Applicants who wish to have a vehicle inspected make an online booking and payment by debit or credit 

card or mpesa. 

When a vehicle is found to roadworthy a manually completed certificate of fitness (COF) is issued in 

respect of the vehicle.  The disc is cut from the sheet and displayed on the windshield of the vehicle – see 

Figure 2. 

In the case of a light vehicle being inspected for purpose of registration, the certificate of fitness is 

presented together with the application for registration of the vehicle.  However, since the particulars of 

the certificate are not captured on a computerised system, verification of compliance in respect of a valid 

COF for goods and passenger vehicles is only performed visually by law enforcement officers of the 

Kenya Police Service and NTSA by inspection of the COF disc. 
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Figure 3: Vehicle Certificate of Fitness Disc [example to be supplied by NTSA] 

 

1.1.4.6 Evaluation of Vehicle Test Stations 

There isn’t a separate unit to evaluate and inspect testing stations in Kenya and the Kenya Bureau of 

Standards Website fails to display the Catalogue of Standards. 

1.1.5 Baseline Requirements for Driver Standards 

1.1.5.1 Driving Licence Categories 

Kenya implemented the following 9 broadly defined driving licence categories: 

 A – Motor Omnibuses 

 B – Heavy Commercial Vehicles 

 C – Commercial Vehicles exceeding 4 000 lb Tare Weight 

 D – Tractors 

 E – Motor Cars & Commercial Vehicles not exceeding 4 000 lb Tare Weight 

 F – Motor Cycles up to and including 50cc capacity 

 G – Motor Cycles over 50cc capacity 

 H – Invalid Carriages 

 I – Special Type (specify) – incorporates authority to drive articulated motor vehicles, as well as other 

industrial and agricultural equipment 

 

These 9 categories are not compliant with the Baseline Requirements when matched to the Definitions 

included in the Baseline Requirements as is evident from the table below (equivalent Baseline Category 

is stated in brackets below the Kenya licence categories): 

Licence 

Category 
Definition Pictograph 

A 

(D1) 

Motor vehicles used for the carriage of persons and having more than 8 

seats but not more than 16 seats in addition to the driver’s seat; motor 

vehicles in this category may be combined with a trailer having a 

maximum authorised mass which does not exceed 750kg. 
 

A & I 

(D1E) 

Motor vehicles in category D1 above combined with a trailer having a 

maximum authorised mass exceeding 750kg.  

A 

(D) 

Motor vehicles used for the carriage of persons and having more than 

16 seats in addition to the driver’s seat; motor vehicles in this category 

may be combined with a trailer having a maximum authorised mass 

which does not exceed 750kg. 

 

A & I 

(DE) 

Combination of motor vehicles consisting of the tractor vehicle in 

category D above and its trailer has a maximum authorised mass 

exceeding 750kg. 
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Licence 

Category 
Definition Pictograph 

B 

(C) 

Motor vehicles whose maximum authorised mass is over 16 000kg; 

motor vehicles in this category may be combined with a trailer having a 

maximum authorised mass which does not exceed 750kg.  

B & I (ART) 

(CE) 

Combination of motor vehicles consisting of the tractor vehicle in 

category C above and its trailer(s) a maximum authorised mass 

exceeding 750kg.  

C 

(C1) 

Motor vehicles whose maximum authorised mass is over 3 500kg but 

not more than 16 000kg; motor vehicles in this category may be 

combined with a trailer having a maximum authorised mass which does 

not exceed 750kg. 
 

C & I 

(C1E) 

Combination of motor vehicles consisting of the tractor vehicle in 

category C1 above combined with a trailer having a maximum 

authorized mass exceeding 750kg. 
 

D 

(restriction) 
Tractors 

 

E 

(B) 

Motor vehicles with a maximum authorised mass not exceeding 3 500kg 

and having not more than 8 seats in addition to the driver's seat; motor 

vehicles in this category may be combined with a trailer having a 

maximum authorised mass which does not exceed 750kg. 

 

E & I 

(BE) 

Combination of motor vehicles consisting of the tractor vehicle in 

category B above and its trailer(s) a maximum authorised mass 

exceeding 750kg. 
 

F 

(A1) 

Light motorcycle without a sidecar with a cubic capacity not exceeding 

125cm3 or propelled by electrical power, or vehicle having pedals and 

engine or electrical motor. 
 

G 

(A) 
Motorcycle without a sidecar, with a cubic capacity exceeding 125cm3 

 

F/G 

(B1) 
Motor powered tricycles and quadricycles. 

 

H 

(restriction) 
Invalid Carriages 

 

I 

(restriction) 
Special Type (specified) 

 

 

It is noted that the vehicle categories implemented in Kenya have been defined only in very broad terms, 

which is not only in accordance with best practice to allow a driver only to drive a vehicle of similar size 

and capacity to the one in which he/she was tested, but are not compliant with the Baseline 

Requirements. 

Furthermore, the categories D, H and I should be vehicle restrictions limiting the licence holder to tractors, 

invalid carriages and/or industrial/agricultural equipment only in accordance with the Baseline 

Requirements rather than a separate authorisation to drive a tractor, invalid carriage or construction 
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vehicle.  In this manner the size of the tractor in respect of which the applicant was tested for example 

can be matched to the categories B, C1 and C, instead of passing the driving test for example on a small 

tractor and then be allowed to drive very large tractor. 

1.1.5.2 Driving Licence Card 

The driving licence document issued in Kenya does not comply with the form and format of the Baseline 

Requirements.   

 

Figure 4: Kenya Driving Licence Stationery before Issuing 

 

 

Figure 5: Kenya Driving Licence upon Renewal4 

 

                                                      
4 Presented by the driver of an overloaded vehicle at Kapiri Mposhi weighbridge in Zambia. 
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In addition, the following is noted to be non-compliant with the Baseline Requirements: 

 Interpretation will be problematic to law enforcement officers in foreign countries other than Kenya, for 

example the fact that driving an articulated vehicle is authorised by the note recorded against 

"Special Type". 

 It is not clear how many times the licence can be renewed before a new document is issued.  In the 

document shown in Figure 5, the serial number of the document is no longer legible.  Unlimited 

extensions and online renewals may appear to be convenient to the public, but are not in accordance 

with best practice as the photograph may no longer represent the licence holder and his/her eyesight 

may have deteriorated to a level that is no longer fit for driving without corrective lenses. 

 The document in not secure an can easily be falsified or altered by replacing the photograph or by 

adding a class of vehicle or the validity period. 

 

According to NTSA a contract for a new smart card licence was awarded more than 6 months ago but 

objections to the award of the contract has stalled the process and it was not clear what and when the 

outcome will be. 

1.1.5.3 PrDP 

Tripartite members may issue a second document in respect of the PrDP authorisation instead of 

endorsing same on the driving licence, provided that it is clearly stated that the PrDP is not a driving 

licence and must be accompanied by a valid driving licence.  Kenya issues a PSV driving licence – 

equivalent to a PrDP. 

The requirements for obtaining a public service vehicle (PSV) licence are as follow: 

 The applicant must be at least 24 years of age. 

 A driver authorised to drive Class E vehicles, should apply for Class J Matatu endorsement, and a 

driver authorised to drive Class B, C and E vehicles should apply for Class A endorsement.  Class J 

is for all PSV vehicles not exceeding a seating capacity of 24 persons and Class A is for any PSV 

vehicle. 

 The applicant must have driven for more than four years prior to applying for a PSV endorsement. 

 A certificate of Good Conduct obtained from the Criminal Investigations Department (CID). 

 Driving licence of the applicant. 

 

An example of a PSV Driver's Licence issued in Kenya is shown in Figure 6 below.   
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Figure 6: PSV Driver's Licence 

 

However, the PSV Driver's Licence is not compliant with the Baseline Requirements in the following 

respects: 

 It does not include a photograph of the holder. 

 It is not a secure document and prone to falsification and alteration. 

 Although it refers to the driving licence by means of the licence number recorded, but then seems to 

repeat the same classes stated on the driving licence instead of recoding the PrDP categories of 

Goods, Passengers or Dangerous Goods. 

 

1.1.5.4 Training and Testing of Drivers and Professional Drivers 

Driving schools and driving instructors are formally registered by NTSA and apply and pay online to be 

inspected by NTSA and registered.  NTSA developed a new driver training curriculum which will be 

published during the course of 2016.  Driving schools and instructors are expected to train their students 

in accordance with the published training curriculum and the provisions of the Road Traffic Legislation. 

Persons who wish to obtain a driving licence approach a driving school and apply online on the TIMS for 

a provisional driving (learner) licence.  The applicant must be at least 18 years of age when applying for a 

motor vehicles driving licence, and over 16 years of age when applying for a motor cycle licence.  

Schools log onto the TIMS on a daily basis and confirm the enrolment of the student.  The applicant 

student may then print the provisional driving licence (PDF format) displayed on his/her e-Citizen account 

– see Figure 7.  The provisional driving licence is valid for 90 days and only allows driving when 

accompanied by a registered/licensed instructor and not simply anyone with a valid driving licence. 

 

Figure 7: Provisional Driving (Learner) Licence issued by NTSA [copy to be provided by NTSA] 

 

Once the driving school is satisfied that the student has acquired the necessary skills to safely control the 

vehicle, the driving school makes a driving test booking for the student and pay the fee on his/her behalf.  

An officer of the Kenya Police Service performs the driving test and records the result (pass or fail) on the 

TIMS.  If the applicant was successful in the test, he/she makes an online payment and the handwritten 
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driving licence is issued while the applicant waits.  The validity period of the driving licence is determined 

in accordance with the amount paid by the applicant and can be for 1 year, 3 years or 5 years. 

An applicant for a PSV driver's licence must submit a certificate of good conduct by the police, apply and 

pay online for the PSV driver's licence to be issued.  The PSV driver's licence is a hand written document 

and is issued in a similar manner to the driving licence (see Figure 6).  The PSV driver's licence must be 

renewed annually by following the same online application procedure for an endorsement to be issued.  

Similar to the driving licence renewal endorsement (see Figure 5), the endorsement is simply affixed 

opposite the title page of the PSV driver's licence. 

1.1.6 Baseline Requirements for Compliance and Law Enforcement 

1.1.6.1 Road Transport Management System (RTMS) 

Refer to paragraph 1.1.3.5 for details regarding the Self-Regulatory Charter on Vehicle Load Control. 

1.1.6.2 Enforcement Procedures for Foreign Operators and Drivers 

There is no distinction between the enforcement procedures in relation to foreign and local operators.   

1.1.7 Exchange of Information 

1.1.7.1 System 

NTSA has embarked on the computerisation of the functions entrusted to it.  The Transport Integrated 

Management System (TIMS) is being developed in the following 2 phases: 

Phase1: 

 Vehicle registration 

 Vehicle inspection 

 Driver testing 

 Driver licensing 

The development of this phase of the TIMS has been completed and is already in use as described in 

paragraphs 1.1.5.4 and 1.1.7.2.  The vehicle registration module is integrated with the KRA's SIMBA 

system to confirm customs clearance of imported vehicles before registration.   

NTSA already published a bid for a credit card format driving licence, which closed on 22 April 2015 with 

a view to replace the driving licence booklet by the driving licence card, but the award of the contract has 

been challenged in court and the matter has not yet been concluded. 

 

Phase 2: 

 Road Service Permits 

 Route management, inclusive of RFID checking along the route 

 Law enforcement, including mobile enforcement tools 

 Business intelligence 

It is not clear when the development of Phase 2 will have been completed. 
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1.1.7.2 Registration of vehicles 

Imported vehciles are inspected by the Kenya Revenue Authority (KRA) and payment of the following 

fees are recorded in KRA's SIMBA system: 

 Customs duties 

 Vehicle inspection fees for vehicles older than 4 years 

 Vehicle registration fees 

 Police clearance has to be issued by the Botswana Police Service, which is a manually completed 

document. 

 

The TIMS is connected to the SIMBA system to enable verification of the customs clearance and the fees 

paid.  Upon release of the vehicle by KRA, the owner makes an online booking for the vehicle to be 

inspected (see paragraph 1.1.4.5).   

Following the successful completion of the vehicle inspection, the owner approaches a NTSA office 

(currently co-located with the offices of KRA) to apply for the registration of the vehicle, allocation of a 

registration number and to collect the registration certificate.  Similar to the practice followed by most of 

the Tripartite members, a single vehicle registration certificate is issued in Kenya which records both the 

owner and vehicle details (see Figure 8 below).  The owner is required to co-sign the registration 

certificate. 

  

Figure 8: Vehicle Registration Certificate  
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Change of ownership is peformed in a similar manner by visiting using the NTSA office and submission of 

the transfer application form together with the registration certifcate.  Upon payment of the transfer fees, a 

new registration certificate is issued in the name of the buyer of the vehicle. 

1.1.7.3 Licensing of Vehicles 

No vehicle licence fees are payable in Kenya and hence there is no licensing process on the TIMS. 

1.1.7.4 Registration of Operators 

The NTSA issues the following type of carrier licences: 

 Road service licence issued for the carriage of passengers and goods; 

 "B" carrier's licence issued for the carriage of commercial goods (for reward); 

 Tourist service licence; and 

 Short term licence issued for the carriage of passengers and goods on a short term basis. 

 

A carrier licence is issued subject to the following conditions and may be revoked by the NTSA in the 

event that the conditions are not being complied with: 

 Motor vehicle in respect of which the licence is issued is maintained in a fit and serviceable condition; 

 Provisions of any law for the time being in force relating to limits of speed weight while laden and 

unladen, the loading of goods vehicles and the number of passengers to be carried, are complied 

with in relation to the authorized motor vehicles; 

 Provisions of the NTSA Act, and of any rules made by the Authority relating to the keeping of records, 

are complied with; and  

 Public service motor vehicles operate in the authorized routes. 
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Figure 9: Example of Operator Licence 

 

RMT is responsible for the registration and issuing of operator licences to foreign operators from 

countries with whom Kenya have not entered into any agreement.  The duration of such Foreign Operator 

Licences vary from 14 days to 84 days with increased fees payable in accordance with the duration of the 

validity of the licence. 

The current operator registration process in Kenya includes elements of the proposed provisions of the 

MCBRTA such as the registration of an operator before the issuing of any permits, the inspection of the 

maintenance facilities and verification of the list of drivers, but is not compliant and will require a number 

of changes when the MCBRTA is signed and implemented in Kenya. 

1.1.7.5 Offence and Accident Register 

No computerised systems are in use by the Kenya Police Service for road traffic law enforcement.  All 

traffic law enforcement and prosecution documents are handwritten on pre-printed stationery.   
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Figure 10: Handwritten Charge Sheet by Kenya Police Service from the Weighbridge Ticket 

 

The court process is also administered manually and the communication between the prosecutors and 

the police is lacking as the police officers at the Athi River weigh bridge were uninformed of the progress 

and status of cases where the overload offenders failed to pay the fine by banker's cheque and opted to 

appear in court. 

Accidents are reported to the Kenya Police Service who attend to the scene of a serious accident and 

complete a Traffic Accident Book in respect of such accident.  The completed Traffic Accident Books are 

recorded in a Traffic Accident Book Register at each police station from which statistical information of the 

number of accidents and fatalities is compiled. 

When minor accidents are reported by the public to a police station, a RT64 form is completed to enable 

the vehicle owner to claim from the insurance, but these are not recorded in the Register.  
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1.1.7.6 Overload Control 

SGS (Kenya), a multi-national private company, has been contracted by KeNHA to operate 9 of the 

above weighbridges.  All 9 of the sites have been equipped with Automated Number Plate Recognition 

(ANPR) and Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) was installed at the following 4 weighbridges: 

 Mariakani,  

 Athi River,  

 Gilgil, and  

 Webuye. 

 

 

Figure 11: WIM and traffic light signalling overloaded vehicles at Athi River, together with ANPR 

camera for tagging of vehicles failing to enter the weighbridge to be weighed on the static scale 

 

In addition the contract requires SGS to monitor the level of load compliance on the alternative routes 

using 5 mobile scales and report the findings to KeNHA.  In its oversight of the SGS contract, KeNHA 

uses 1 mobile scale to perform weighing on all the routes.  The figures recorded by KeNHA in its 

weighing of a large number of vehicles are not consistent with the figures reported by SGS.   

Although the SGS contract calls for a centralised data base, each site runs on an independent computer 

system and the data is copied to a central computer for reporting purposes.  KeNHA expects the 

centralised data base to be commissioned during 2016. 

The computer system used by SGS records the axle or axle group mass recorded by each of the 4 decks 

of the static scale without any human intervention.  Should any axle or axle group or be overloaded or the 

gross vehicle mass exceed the maximum permissible mass, the computer system alerts the scale 

operator and prints a Weighbridge Ticket together with an Order to Remove Vehicle from the Road in 

respect of the overloaded vehicle. 
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Figure 12: Weighbridge Ticket of overloaded vehicle together with Order to Remove Vehicle from 

the Road 

 

KeNHA allows payment of the prescribed fine amount corresponding to the extent of overloading by the 

operator by means of a banker's cheque.  Following such payment, the overloading case will not proceed 

for prosecution of the operator in court. 

 

Figure 13: Weighbridge Ticket and Bankers Cheque payment together with Report of Tagged 

Vehicle which failed to enter the weighbridge upon WIM overload detection on 2 occasions 
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1.1.7.7 Summary 

The status quo in respect of the computerised systems and registers currently operational can be 

summarised as follows: 

No Register Computerised System  

1 Vehicles TIMS in use for vehicle registration – integrated with KRA's SIMBA 

system to confirm customs clearance.   

No vehicle licensing requirement in Kenya. 

2 Vehicle fitness TIMS in use to record outcome of vehicle inspection.  NTSA intends to 

introduce automated equipment for vehicle testing instead of physical 

inspection. 

3 Drivers and 

professional drivers 

TIMS in use but current handwritten driving licence and PSV driver's 

licence not compliant with baseline requirements. 

4 Driving Codes Not compliant with the baseline requirements. 

5 Driver Training Formal driver training by driving school mandatory.  New training 

curriculum developed for driving schools.  

6 Operators Manual system to be computerised by Phase 2 of TIMS under 

development by NTSA.  Current process will have to be adapted in 

accordance with baseline requirements. 

7 Overloading Integrated computerised weighbridge management system operated 

independently at each weighbridge, but prosecution documents are 

manually transcribed at all weighbridges.  Not compliant with baseline 

requirements. 

8 Law Enforcement No computerised system is used by the Kenya Police Service and all 

prosecution documents are handwritten.  No computerised system is 

used for court administration.  Not compliant with baseline requirements. 

9 Online Processing 

from all Offices 

TIMS allows online application for a driving licence or a driving class 

endorsement (eg PSVs), renewal of existing authorisation or duplicate 

driving licence by members of public using the NTSA Citizen Self 

Service Portal. 

Online payment is processed using the eCitizen account of an applicant. 

10 Online System 

Integration 

TIMS vehicle register is integrated with KRA's SIMBA system to confirm 

customs clearance on vehicles. 

No integration of other registers was reported. 

 

1.1.8 Cross-Border Transportation 

1.1.8.1 Corridor Management 

In addition to the major trade corridors traversing Kenya are the following (see Figure 14): 

 Arusha Corridor, 

 Northern Corridor, and 

 Lamu/LAPSET Corridor, 
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the Biharamulo – Mwanza – Musoma – Sirari/Isebania – Lodwar – Lokichogio Corridor has also been 

identified for development by the authorities in Kenya. 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Major trade corridors traversing Kenya 

 

1.1.8.2 Cross-Border Permits & Customs Procedures 

Since all foreign goods and passenger vehicles participating in cross border transportation are required to 

have permits in terms of EAC, COMESA, bilateral agreements or a foreign operator licence, no operator 

registration or "temporary importation permits" in respect of such vehicles are required by Customs 

Services of the Kenya Revenue Authority.   

The information in respect of foreign vehicles, drivers and operators will be accessible on TRIPS to law 

enforcement officers, KeNHA and NTSA.  It is therefore suggested that Customs Services may also 

access and verify particulars relating to foreign operators, vehicles and drivers (if the need arises) on 

TRIPS. 

1.1.9 Regional Weighbridges 

1.1.9.1 Location 

The RWBLP identified regional weighbridges in Kenya at: 

 Moyale and Isiolo in relation to the Arusha Corridor – see Figure 15, and 

 Mariakani, Athi River and Gilgil in relation to the Northern Corridor – see Figure 16. 
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No information was received for LAPSSET and as a result no regional weighbridges could be determined 

for the corridor.  KeNHA should review the design of the existing weigh stations identified as regional 

weigh stations, as well as the information systems at those weigh stations.  The needs to adapt these 

weigh stations to the level proposed by the RWBLP should be determined. 

 

Figure 15: Arusha Corridor 
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Figure 16: Northern Corridor 

 

1.1.9.2 Design 

Although a fair level of automation has reportedly been included at the new weighbridges under 

construction at Mariakani and Athi River, none of the current weighbridges is fully compliant with the 

standards stated in the RWBLP.  It is also recommended that the location and number of weighbridges be 

reviewed in accordance with the principles in the RWBLP and it is recommended that the design of the 

weighbridges that continue to be operated (including the new ones at Mariakani and Athi River), be 

reviewed accordingly. 
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1.1.10 Third Party Motor Vehicle Insurance Schemes 

1.1.10.1 Domestic 

The Insurance (Motor Vehicles Third Party Risks) Act requires third party insurance in respect of every 

vehicle operated on the road.  The insurance is administered by various insurance companies in Kenya 

and the disc of the insurance certificate has to be displayed in the windshield of every vehicle. 

 

Figure 17: Third Party Insurance Disc valid for 6 months 

 

1.1.10.2 Cross-Border 

Kenya is also party to the COMESA Yellow Card Scheme – see Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18: COMESA Yellow Card 
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ANNEXURE A: LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

1 REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

This report relates to the visit performed by the IT Expert from 21 to 22 April 2016.  Interviews were held 

with the officials as indicated in the following table.  

Name Institution Contact Details 

Eng Francis Gitau 

Deputy Chief Engineer 

Roads Division 

Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure 

fkgitau@gmail.com 

Martin Eshiwani 

Head  

Road Transport Services 

Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure 

meshiwani@transport.go.ke 

meshiwani7@gmail.com 

Grace Kamau Legal Advisor 

Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure 

ggatcha@yahoo.com 

Marion Muriithi Office of Attorney General  

Jacinta Kinyua 

Asst Inspector General 

Commandant Traffic 

Kenya Police Service 

cdtraffic@gmail.com 

jamuki2013@gmail.com 

Reuben Katithi 

Senior Superintendent 

Staff Officer Operations  

Kenya Police Service 

wa_katithi@yahoo.com 

0701 576 055/ 0735 576 055 

Francis Meja 

Director General 

NTSA francis.meja@ntsa.go.ke 

+254 722 774696 

Jacqueline Githinji 

Director  

Registration and Licensing 

NTSA 

jacqueline.githinji@ntsa.go.ke, 

Nyaguthii26@yahoo.com 

+254 721 464097 

Eng Gerald Wangai 

Director  

Motor Vehicle Inspection 

NTSA 

gerald.wangai@ntsa.go.ke 

gerald.wangai@yahoo.com 

+254 733 784068 

John Muya 

Deputy Director 

Head of Licensing 

NTSA 

john.muya@ntsa.go.ke 

+254 733 794133 

Fernando Wangila 

Deputy Director  

Head of ICT 

NTSA 

fernando.wangila@ntsa.go.ke 

Tito Mugambi ICT 

NTSA 

tito.mugambi@ntsa.go.ke 

Getrude Nyandriko ICT 

NTSA 

getrude.nyandriko@ntsa.go.ke 

Samuel Muoumba 

Manager 

Country Road Safety 

NTSA 

samuel.muoumba@ntsa.go.ke 

0720 855 909 

Eng Muita Ngatia 

Manager: Axle Load Control 

KeNHA s.muita@kenha.co.ke, 

muitangatia@gmail.com 

Eng Isaiah Onsongo 

Axle Load Control 

KeNHA i.onsongo@kenha.go.ke 

onsongoengineer@gmail.com 

Charles G Gachahi 

Director 

Standard Development & Trade 

Kenya Bureau of Standards 

gachahic@kebs.org 

+254 722 308743 
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